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One of the key components of enterprise-wide optimization (EWO) is decision-making coordination and
integration at all decision levels. In this paper, a supply chain design-planning model, which translates a
recipe representation to the supply chain environment, is coupled with a scheduling formulation so that decision
levels integration is achieved. This approach enabled us to assess the impact of considering scheduling aspects
of process operations in the design of a supply chain network. A comparison of the proposed scheme and the
traditional hierarchical approach shows the significance of such integration. Moreover, the scheduling details
enable the dynamics of the supply chain to be tracked. We show the degree to which a holistic decision-
making model within a model predictive control framework is able to react to incidents occurring in the
supply chain components, including disturbances arising from local monitoring, control, and diagnosis of
incidents in real time. Finally, a decomposition technique is applied to reduce the computational burden
associated with the monolithic model solution. Validation of the proposed approach and the resulting potential
benefits are highlighted by a case study. Moreover, the results obtained from this particular case study are
examined and discussed with respect to future work.

Introduction

The trend toward globalization has significantly increased the
scale and complexity of current businesses. Businesses have
become global networks that are made up of a number of
business units and functions. Operational functions include
research and development (RD), production networks (continu-
ous, discontinuous, and discrete), and supply networks. These
functions are buttressed by financial planning and marketing
strategy functions. Businesses are subject to internal and external
uncertainties. Examples of internal uncertainties include the
success rate of RD projects, given the technological risks
involved, and disruptions to production, such as production
failures and unforeseen stoppages. External uncertainties include
those related to the cost of raw materials and products (unless
they are subject to monopoly conditions), fluctuations in the
exchange rate, and uncertainties in market size and demand,
due to competition and macroeconomic factors. Businesses
control their operations through the decisions they make about
their capital expenditure, the financing of the company, growth
strategies, and operations. Strategic decisions about capital
expenditure and planning include the technology used, the choice
of RD projects, and decisions about infrastructure and supply
chain management (SCM). Financial decisions are made by
identifying the assets and liabilities required from the working
capital for larger projects and operations, and by assessing and
protecting the company from the risk of change. Examples of
tactical production decisions include the following: planning
activities in plants that are run on a discontinuous basis, to
respond to anticipated demand; making decisions about the
sources of energy used, in accordance with market prices; and
increasing the production capacity in response to the pressures
of demand. Current studies and solutions in the field of process
systems engineering (PSE) and operations research tend only
to consider subsets of such decisions, even though a business
must act as a cohesive body in which its various functions are

to a certain extent coordinated. Therefore, from a company’s
viewpoint, overall performance will be below optimum if
strategic and tactical decisions are taken separately, as has been
the practice to date. However, it is significantly more complex
for a company to make decisions that involve its overall interests
than to make decisions about specific functions. This explains
why integral modeling that reflects the overall running of
companies has been virtually unheard of to date.

The PSE community faces an increasing number of chal-
lenges, while enterprise and SCM remain subjects of major
interest that offer multiple opportunities. Further progress in
this area is thought to bring with it a unique opportunity to
demonstrate the potential of the PSE approach to enhance a
company’s value. As previously mentioned, one of the key
components of SCM and EWO is decision-making coordination
and integration at all levels. Most of the recent contributions
offer models that separately address problems arising in the three
standard supply chain (SC) hierarchical decision levels (i.e.,
strategic, tactical aggregate planning, and short-term scheduling).

As stated by Grossman,1 the major pending research problem
is the integration of planning, scheduling, and control, whether
at plant or SC level. The nature of the SC planning problem is
quite similar to the production scheduling problem. Both
problems usually seek answers to the questions of in what
amount, when, and where to produce each of the products
comprising the business portfolio so as to obtain financial
returns. However, planning brings into play a broader, ag-
gregated view of the problem. The time periods used in planning
problems are usually longer than task processing times; thus,
the sequencing/timing decisions in a scheduling problem are
transformed into rough capacity decisions in a tactical planning
problem. In fact, equipment capacity modeling is a highly
sensitive aspect that must be taken into account in order to
ensure consistency and feasibility when problems are being
integrated across SC hierarchical decision levels. Furthermore,
at the strategic level, designing an SC network does not just
involve selecting the type and size of the equipment, but also
allocating this equipment to the different potential SC echelons.
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Therefore, we require an SC modeling approach that (i)
considers equipment capacity similarly at strategic and opera-
tional levels, so that this capacity can be aggregated and
disaggregated in a straightforward and transparent manner; (ii)
is able to handle strategic decisions associated with processes/
equipment allocation to sites and not merely site locations; and
(iii) easily represents the transport material and financial flows
among SC sites at the scheduling level.

The external and internal dynamics of real businesses have
not been represented by current models in a way that achieves
desired consumer satisfaction levels and acceptable financial
returns. Fluctuating demand patterns, increasing customer
expectations and competitive markets, coupled with internal
disturbances, mean that today’s supply networks are not reliable
in such an environment unless their external and internal
dynamics are appropriately incorporated into the SC model. The
ability to capture the dynamics of the SC has become a matter
of survivability. The more survivable a network, the more
reliable it will be. As a result, another challenge is to characterize
the dynamics in SCs to improve responsiveness. Robust
formulations have been proposed using stochastic optimization
techniques.2-4 Such modeling approaches explicitly incorporate
uncertainty into the model, by means of estimated scenarios or
probability distribution functions for the random parameters,
in order to optimize the expected value of a given performance
metric. Alternatively, predictive control technologies have been
used to deal with uncertainties in SCs.5-8 Particularly, some
studies have developed approaches that focus on limiting a
phenomenon known as the “bullwhip effect”, which is the
increase in fluctuation of demand upstream in the SC.9,10

However, incorporating low-level decisions (local scheduling,
supervisory control and diagnosis, incident handling) and the
implications of incorporating these decisions for the dynamics
of the entire SC (production switching between plants, dynamic
product portfolios) have not yet been fully studied.

In general terms, the satisfactory management of a company’s
business matters requires the direct appraisal of the results of
the decisions taken at various levels. This requires significant
integration of a problem’s multiple planning facets in noncon-
ventional manufacturing networks and in multisite systems.
Financial matters are typically disregarded when SC operational
decisions are addressed. Nevertheless, it is widely recognized
that financial assets bear a strong and direct relation to core
aspects of SCs, such as inventories, capacity expansion, and
allocation and purchases of raw material and services. Most SC
modeling approaches account for fixed assets when the eco-
nomic performance of the available alternatives is assessed in
the design phase. However, in the planning formulation, they
usually ignore the net working capital (NWC), which represents
the variable assets associated with the daily SC operations. NWC
is constituted by material inventories, accounts receivable
(physical distribution), accounts payable (procurement), and
cash. All of these components are directly affected by decisions
regarding SC operations. NWC can be understood as the capital
tied up within the cash conversion cycle, which measures how
efficiently an enterprise converts its inputs into cash through
final product sales (Figure 1). The less capital that is tied up by
SC operations, the better the performance will be in terms of
the business’s bottom line. The NWC is not a static figure;
indeed, it may change from period to period throughout the
planning horizon, in accordance with tactical SC decisions.
Recently, Laı́nez et al.11 addressed the SC design problem by
considering financial issues. A capital budgeting formulation,
which enables a firm’s value to be assessed quantitatively, is

embedded in their model. The corporate value (CV) of the firm
is proposed as the objective function, which is calculated using
the discounted free cash flow (DFCF) method. In brief, free
cash flow is a function of net operating profit after taxes, fixed
assets, and NWC for any given period.12

A major disadvantage of discounted cash flow methods is
that they do not account for the managerial flexibility needed
to be able to alter the course of an investment over time as
uncertain factors unfold. Real options analysis has been proposed
as an alternative valuation approach that would overcome this
drawback. Traditionally, discounted cash flow methods assume
a single decision pathway with fixed outcomes. In contrast, the
real options approach considers multiple decision pathways as
a consequence of management flexibility; thus, midcourse
strategies can be corrected to deal with future uncertainty.13

Monte Carlo sampling has been coupled with real options
modeling to account for different uncertain scenarios. From
another standpoint, stochastic optimization models assume that
decision-makers take some actions in a first stage, after which
a random event occurs and affects the outcome of those first-
stage decisions. Recourse decisions can then be made in the
following stages to compensate for any negative effects that
might have occurred as a result of the first-stage decisions.
Multistage stochastic optimization models and real options
analysis show significant similarities. In fact, the stochastic
optimization solution consists of a map in which different
decisions are proposed, depending on the scenario that arises.
Consequently, a stochastic optimization model that is formulated
by extending the deterministic mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) proposed by Laı́nez et al.11 will render a stochastic
DFCF model with the same features as real options approaches.
Furthermore, a stochastic DFCF model offers more realistic
solutions, since it considers the so-called nonanticipativity
conditions, whereas real options approaches typically disregard
these conditions. For this reason, real options usually lead to
“wait-and-see” solutions (i.e., complete knowledge of informa-
tion is assumed during the decision-making process).

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that the integration
of decision-making in businesses leads to significant added
value. This paper continues and extends the recently presented
enterprise-wide model14 to more realistic and complex situations,
which demonstrate its ability to handle incidents that arise in
the SC with visibility at both the SC and plant levels in an
integrated formulation that accounts for the optimization of a
suitable financial performance indicator.

In this paper, we present a stochastic model in which it is
possible to integrate the three classical SC hierarchical decision

Figure 1. Cash conversion cycle.
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levels. For this purpose, we use the SC design-planning model
proposed in the work of Laı́nez et al.15 This model translates a
recipe representation to the SC context, thus facilitating the
integration of scheduling decisions during SC design. Here,
expected CV is the objective function to be maximized using a
stochastic DFCF formulation. As stated previously, such an
approach should be more effective than real options analysis.
Moreover, the challenge of solving large multiscale optimization
problems becomes evident when decision level integration is
considered. Therefore, a decomposition technique is applied to
reduce the computational burden associated with the model
solution. Finally, the scheduling details about production
equipment enable the dynamics of SC to be tracked. By
considering information from the equipment supervisory mod-
ule, which we can incorporate into the scheduling formulation,
it is possible to handle the incidents that may arise in the SC in
low-level decisions. The main advantages of the integrated
approach are highlighted by a case study in which our strategy
is compared with the traditional sequential, hierarchical approach.

SCM as a Control Strategy

It is noteworthy that SC planning is a dynamic activity. Firms
are in the need of a closed-loop planning approach in order to
preserve competitiveness. Such an approach should be capable
of revising planned activities, updating uncertain parameters
(e.g., lead times, market demand, and interest rates), and
considering the effects of incidences; so that future plans are
adapted to enhance SC performance under the current highly
dynamic business environment. A model predictive control
(MPC) framework can be used as an appropriate approach to
continuously improve the SC planning. Indeed, SCM can be
conceived as an “onion-shell” comprised of different control
loops, each corresponding to one hierarchical level. At the top
level, the strategic decision making may integrate the midterm
planning, then midterm planning may incorporate short-term
decision making. Decisions regarding each hierarchical level
should be revised at different intervals depending on the nature
of the problem being addressed so that the most recent
information about SC state and uncertainties is taken into
account. The strategic decisions of capacity expansion could

be analyzed every year, while planning is usually revised every
month or week. What is more, information from low-level
equipment control and supervisory modules can be used to feed
the SC planning and scheduling decision-making process. Such
information can be utilized to account for equipment pitfalls
and breakdowns, so that actual capacity availability is considered
when planning and scheduling SC operations.

Briefly, an MPC framework attempts to optimize a perfor-
mance criterion that is a function of the future control variables.
By solving the optimization problem associated to the control
algorithm, all elements of the control signal are defined.
However, only a portion of the control signal is applied to the
system. Next, as new control input information and disturbance
forecasts are collected, the whole procedure is repeated, which
produces a feed-forward effect and enables the SC system to
follow-up the process dynamics.

In Figure 2, a general schematic of the proposed MPC
framework for SCM is shown. It follows a description of the
control strategy. When the SC process is disturbed, data required
to describe the current SC state are captured and sent to the
controller. This information includes the actual SC state (e.g.,
current inventory levels, new historic demand data, capacity
availability). The information related to capacity can be collected
by a supervisory system. Such a system may be able to collect
information about the critical equipment capacity which is then
given as input data to the SC control algorithm. On the other
hand, information about those external parameters regarded as
uncertain in the mathematical model is sent to the forecasting
model. That module computes the mean value and does the
forecast error characterization for each uncertain parameter so
as to define the different scenarios to be considered in the
predictive model. This consists of a multistage stochastic
mathematical model. The variables associated to first-stage
decisions are the control signal that is implemented in the SC
processes. In fact, first-stage variables are associated to next
period decisions which are made prior to uncertainty realization.

Notice that for the actual period the proposed algorithm is
considering the detailed scheduling, therefore disturbances, can
be contemplated as frequent as the time bucket considered by
the scheduling formulation. It is also important to point out that

Figure 2. Control strategy for SCM.
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we are integrating the three standard hierarchical decision levels;
however, more decision levels may exist in an organization.
The disturbances can be considered as frequent as the time
bucket of the lower decision level allows when using discrete
time SC formulations. Continuous time SC formulations should
overcome this drawback.

It is important to point out that the control strategy presented
allows us to handle uncertainty and incidences by combining
reactive and preventive approaches. A proactive treatment of
uncertainty is included by means of stochastic programming.
The review and update process that is required to tackle
incidences and changes in random factors is performed by
introducing the SC stochastic holistic model into a MPC
framework.

As shown in Figure 2, the predictive controller entails a
stochastic multiperiod design/planning/scheduling MILP model
of a multiechelon SC with financial considerations. The model
assumes that different technological equipment is available to
be installed in potential sites and assists in their selection.
Regarding the financial area, the mathematical program en-
deavors to evaluate the CV by using a DFCF method.

Predictive Model

Scenario Tree. The exogenous uncertainty is represented by
a scenario tree (see Figure 3). We follow the notation introduced
by Puigjaner and Laı́nez.14 The reader is referred to this work
for details. It will be useful to recall sets Tl, Lt, and AHl*pl

. Here,
it is assumed that there are |L| events in which uncertainty (�)
unfolds over the planning horizon. The value that random factors
can take in event l can be identified by index hl which belongs
to set Hl. Then, pl is the combination of event realizations
identified by (h1, h2, ..., hl). Tl is the subset of planning periods
t that are associated to uncertain event l. Lt is the reciprocal set
of Tl. Lt is the event l which is related to period t. Finally, AHl*pl

is defined to be given by AHl*pl
) {pl*|pl* ⊆ pl}, that is AHl*pl

denotes the event combination related to l* (pl*) which is an
ancestor of pl. Notice that it is not necessary for pl* to be a
proper subset of pl in order to allow the case when l ) l*.

Operations Model. Here, the SC operations model presented
in the work of Laı́nez et al.15 is extended to a stochastic version.

That work proposes a flexible SC design-planning formulation
whose distinctive features are that it (i) considers all feasible
links and material flows among the potential SC components
inherently and (ii) does not need any pre-established process
network superstructure so that the subtrains (if any) in which
the production process is decoupled and their location are
determined by the model. Consequently, the model does merely
require as input the SC production process recipe representation.
Furthermore, a more appropriate description of manufacturing
processes at the SC level is achieved by translating a recipe
representation to the SC environment. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that given that the SC model is a translation of a
classical multipurpose plant scheduling formulation, it facilitates
the consideration/integration of scheduling decisions while
designing a SC.

The SC operations model can be divided into four parts: mass
balance equations, constraints related to design and capacity
modeling, market and suppliers limitations, and those equations
that allow integrating scheduling implications within strategic-
tactical SC decision making.

Mass Balances. Mass balances must be satisfied for each
material in every facility that integrates the SC network.
Equation 1 represents the material balance for each facility f
and state s in every period t and every combination of events
pl. In this equation, the inventory of the previous period (Ssft-1pl*

l* )
related to the combination of events that is the ancestor of pl

(l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl
) is taken into account. Change in

inventory (Ssftpl
l - Ssft-1pl*

l* ) must be equal to the difference
between the material produced/transported by tasks whose
destination is facility f (Pijf′ftpl

l ) and material consumed by tasks
whose origin is facility f (Pijff′tpl

l ). Here, Rsij and Rj sij represent
the mass fraction coefficient of material s for task i performed
in equipment j.

Design and Capacity Constraints. Equation 2 is to control
the changes in the facilities capacity over time. These constraints
include binary variables Vjftpl-1

, which take a value of 1 if the
facility being represented is expanded in capacity; otherwise, it
is set to zero. The capacity increments are bounded in the range
[FJEjft

L , FJEjft
U], which represents the realistic interval where they

must fall. Equation 3 is added to update the total capacity (Fjftpl
l )

by the amount increased during planning period t (FEjftpl
l ).

Equation 4 forces the total production/distribution rate in each
facility to be greater than a minimum desired capacity utilization
and lower than the available capacity. In this equation, θijff′

represents the capacity utilization rate of equipment j by task i.
To go on, �jf expresses the minimum percentage of utilization
of equipment j at site f. It is noteworthy that the model considers
that task i is to be performed in equipment that is installed on
the facility of “origin”.

Figure 3. Scenario tree.

Stsftpl

l - Stsft-1pl*

l* )

∑
f'

∑
i∈Ts

∑
j∈(Ji∩Ĵf')

RsijPijf'ftpl

l - ∑
f'

∑
i∈Tjs

∑
j∈(Ji∩Ĵf)

R̄sijPijff'tpl

l

∀s, f ∉ (sup ∪ M), pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl

(1)

Vjftpl-1

l FEjft
L e FEjftpl-1

l e Vjftpl-1

l FEjft
U

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, l, pl-1, t ∈ Tl

(2)
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In the same way, total inventory in facility f is constrained
to be equal to or lower than the available capacity (Fjftpl

l ) in
each period t and combination of events pl (eq 5). In this
equation, υs holds for specific volume of material s.

Markets and Suppliers. Equation 6 is used to compute the
sales of state s executed at each market. Equation 7 forces the
sales of state s carried out in markets during time period t to be
less than or equal to the demand. While, eq 8 imposes a
minimum target for the demand satisfaction (minCSL), which
must be attained in all periods t and event combinations pl.

The model assumes a maximum availability of raw materials.
Therefore, eq 9 forces the amount of raw material, s ∈ RM,
purchased from location f ∈ sup at each period t to be lower
than an upper bound Asft. In this expression, Rf denotes the set
of raw materials that can be provided from location f.

Integration of SC Scheduling. The scheduling formulation
is an extension of STN representation.16 Here, the formulation
permits scheduling in multiple facilities. The proposed model
divides the planning horizon into H periods of length H1 where
aggregated production is planned using the previous model.
Time buckets at this level are represented by index t. The first
planning period (t ) 1) of the time horizon is divided into time
intervals of lower length H2 where detailed scheduling is
executed as depicted in Figure 4. Time buckets at the scheduling
level are represented by index tk. When the proposed control
strategy is applied, the model is to be rerun every planning
period t as new information regarding disturbances and SC state
are updated (i.e., the model is to be applied following a rolling
horizon approach).

The equations concerning the short-term decision level can
be classified into two groups; namely, the detailed scheduling
constraints and the integrating equations. We gather into the
set of detailed scheduling equations, the ones that account for

the mass balance, the assignment, and the batch size restrictions.
The latter group includes those equations that ensure the
consistency between planning and scheduling models.

Detailed Scheduling Equations. Equation 10 is the mass
balance applied at each time interval (tk). It can be noticed that
this equation is very similar to the mass balance in the planning
formulation (eq 1). The basic assignment constraint is stated
by eq 11.

The capacity limits for equipment can be approximated as
follows:

Let us notice that the supervisory control is providing to the
mathematical model updated information about installed capac-
ity. Once a equipment failure is diagnosed, its implications on
capacity availability are passed to the model. Specifically, the
batch sizes (Bijftkpl

l ) associated to activities to be performed in a
failed equipment j are restricted to be equal to zero while the
failure is repaired. Then, one can observe that capacity turns
out to be the essential factor integrating the different hierarchical
levels; even more, the supervisory and control module is linked
to the predictive model by means of capacity.

Integrating Equations. The integration between design-
planning and scheduling models is carried out through eqs
13-15. Equation 13 states that production allocated in equip-
ment j is identical in both hierarchical levels. In eq 14, the
availability of raw material is computed from received materials
according to the planning formulation. Raw material availability
(RMsftkpl

l ) is then included in the scheduling mass balance (eq
10). Scheduling equations may be applied in more than one
planning period. The appropriate equations for incorporating
scheduling in first planning period (t ) 1) are presented next.

Fjftpl

l ) Fjft-1pl*

l* + FEjftpl-1

l ∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M),

j ∈ Ĵf, l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*,pl
, pl-1 ∈ AHl-1,pl

(3)

�jfFjftpl

l e ∑
f'

∑
i∈Ij

θijff'Pijff'tpl

l e Fjftpl

l

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, j ∉ Jstor, l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(4)

∑
s

υsStsftpl

l e Fjftpl

l

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, j ∈ Jstor, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (5)

∑
f'∉M

∑
i∈(Ts∩Tr)

∑
j∈(Ji∩Ĵf)

RsijPijf'ftpl

l ) salessftpl

l

∀s ∈ FP, f ∈ M, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (6)

salessftpl

l e demsftpl

l ∀s ∈ FP, f ∈ M, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (7)

∑
f∈M

salessftpl

l

∑
f∈M

demsftpl

l
g minCSL ∀s ∈ FP, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (8)

∑
f'∉sup

∑
i∈(T̄s∩Tr)

∑
j∈Ji

R̄sijPijff'tpl

l e Asft

∀f ∈ sup, s ∈ Rf, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (9)

Figure 4. Rolling horizon strategy.
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l -

∑
i∈T̄s

∑
j∈(Ji∩Ĵf)

R̄sijBijftkpl

l + rawMsftkpl

l

∀s, f ∉ (M ∪ sup), tk ∈ Ltk
, pl (10)

∑
i∈Ji

∑
tk′)tk

tk′)tk-pti+1

Wijfts′pl

l e 1

∀f ∉ (M ∪ sup), j ∈ (Jbatch ∩ Ĵf), tk, l ∈ Ltk
, pl (11)

Bijftkpl

l e ( pti

θijff
)Wijtkpl

l ∀i, j, f ∉ (sup ∪ M), tk, l ∈ Ltk
, pl

(12)
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Finally, eq 15 is included to rectify capacity availability in
the planning model. This correction is done based on the
scheduling model task assignment (Wijtkpl

l ). Equation 15 should
be merely applied to those equipments which are production
bottlenecks. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that it must
be checked that market demand is not actually the bottleneck
process in the planning period, where scheduling is performed.

As it can be noticed, eqs 10-15 can be easily unplugged
from the whole operations model in case the SC manager
decides not to consider scheduling issues.

Integration between Operations and Financial Model. The
integration between the operations and financial formulations
is carried out through the following: the sales of products, the
purchases of raw materials, transport services and utilities to
final providers, the fixed cost associated with SC network
operation, and the total capital investment.

Operating Income. Revenue is calculated by means of net
sales which are the income source related to the normal SC
activities. Thus, the total income incurred in any period t can
be easily computed from the sales of products executed in period
t as it is stated in eq 16.

Operating Cost. Indirect Cost. The total fixed cost of
operating a given SC structure can be computed using eq 17.
FCFJjft is the fixed unitary capacity cost for production and
distribution equipment.

Direct Cost. The cost of purchases from supplier e, which is
computed through eq 18, includes purchases of raw materials,
transportation, and production resources. Let us notice that e
refers to supplier entity and not to supplier location f (f ∈ sup).

The purchases (purchetpl
rm,l) associated to raw materials made

to supplier e can be computed through eq 19. Here, ψest is the
cost associated to raw material s purchased from supplier e.
Since it is assumed that several suppliers of raw materials may
exist, eq 20 expresses that the total quantity of raw materials
purchased in period t must be equal to the sum of the amounts
purchased from each supplier e.

Otherwise, for the sake of simplicity, external transportation
services as well as production resources are assumed to be
“acquired” each of them from one unique supplier (i.e., |Ẽtr| )
|Êprod| ) 1). This assumption can be easily relaxed to address
more general cases. Production and transportation costs are
determined by eqs 21 and 22, respectively. Here, Feff′

tr denotes
the unitary transportation cost associated with sending products
from location f to location f′; while τijfe

ut1 represents the unitary
production cost associated to perform task i in processing
equipment j, and τsfe

ut2 represents the unitary inventory costs.

Capital Investment. Finally, the total investment on fixed
assets is computed through eq 23. This equation includes the
investment made to expand the equipment j capacity in facility
site f at period t (pricejft

FJFEjftpl
l ), plus the investment required to

open a manufacturing plant in location f, in case it is opened at
period t (Ift

JJBftpl
l ), plus the investment required to set a

distribution center if it is opened at period t (Ift
SSBftpl

l ). Here, JBftpl
l

and SBftpl
l are binary variables which take value of 1 in case the

facility being represented, processing site or distribution center,
starts construction in period t.

Equations 24 and 25 are to force definition of variable JBft,
while eqs 26 and 27 restrict variable SBft.

Figure 5. Polystyrene production process.

Pijfftpl

l ) ∑
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Bijftkpl
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(13)

rawMsftkpl

l ) ∑
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l e ∑
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∑
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Wijftkpl

l pti

∀f, j ∈ (Jbottle ∩ Ĵf), t > 1, l ∈ Lt, pl (15)

Esalestpl

l ) ∑
s∈FP

∑
f∈M

salessftpl

l pricesftpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(16)

Fcosttpl

l ) ∑
f∉(sup∪M)

∑
j∈Ĵf

FCFJjftFjftpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(17)

Epurchetpl

l ) purchetpl

rm,l + purchetpl

tr,l + purchetpl

prod,l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(18)

purchetpl

rm,l ) ∑
s∈RMe

∑
f∈sup

purchesftpl

l ψest ∀e, l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(19)

∑
f'

∑
i∈(T̄s∩Tr)

∑
j∈Ji

R̄sijPijff'tpl

l ) ∑
Es

purchesftpl

l

∀s ∈ RM, f ∈ sup, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (20)

purchetpl

tr,l ) ∑
i∈Tr

∑
j∈Ji

∑
f

∑
f'

Pijff'tpl

l Feff'
tr ∀e ∈ Ẽtr, l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(21)

purchetpl

prod,l ) ∑
f

∑
i∉Tr

∑
j∈(Ji∩Ĵf)

Pijfftpl

l τijfe
ut1 +

∑
s

∑
f∉(sup∪M)

Stsftpl

l τsfe
ut2

∀e ∈ Êprod, l, pl, t ∈ Tl (22)

Fassettpl

l ) ∑
f

∑
j

pricejft
FJFEjftpl1

l +∑
f

(Ift
SSBftpl

+ Ift
JJBftpl

l )

∀l, pl, t ∈ T (23)

∑
j∈(Jf∩Jprod)

( ∑
t'et

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

JBft'pl*

l* - Vjftpl-1

l ) g 0

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), l, pl-1, t ∈ Tl (24)
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Financial Model. This financial model is similar to the one
presented in the work of Puigjaner and Laı́nez.14 The financial
model aims at computing the expected corporate value (E[CV])
which is the objective function to be maximized. For clarity
and completeness, such formulation can be found in the
Appendix.

The stochastic problem embedded in the control algorithm
can be thus mathematically posed as follows:

Here X denotes the model binary variables set, while Y
represents the model continuous variable set. This model
considers demand as an uncertain parameter; however, it can
be easily extended to consider other parameters’ uncertainties.
The only change to be done is to add the indexes l and pl to the
new uncertain parameter. These indexes identify and locate the
parameter inside the scenario tree. Problems considering prices’
and interest rates’ uncertainties have been tackled using a similar
approach.14

Case Study

This example was first introduced by You and Grossmann.17

This case study was motivated by a real world application
concerning a polystyrene SC design. The polystyrene production
process is shown in Figure 5. Styrene monomers are produced
from ethylene and benzene, then styrene is processed to obtain
five final products: three different types of solid polystyrene
(SPS) and two types of expandable polystyrene (EPS). We
assume that only one type of reactor can be installed for each
production task (i.e., I, II, III). The equipment capacity may be
increased in a discrete manner which corresponds to the quantity
of installed reactors. Additionally, it is considered that a cleaning
task must be performed when shifting to a different polystyrene
production. Potential benzene suppliers are located in Texas
(TX), Louisiana (LA), and Alabama (AL); while ethylene
suppliers are located in Illinois (IL), TX, and Mississippi (MS).
Customers are aggregated into nine sale regions according to
their geographical proximity. Distribution centers and processing
plants may be established in eight different states which are
Michigan (MI), TX, California (CA), LA, Nevada (NV),
Georgia (GA), Pennsylvania (PA), and Iowa (IA). Figure 6
shows the SC components locations.

An horizon of 4 years is considered. Each year is composed
of 12 monthly planning periods. In this example, market demand
is regarded as an uncertain factor which unfolds every year. It
is considered that demand may develop into 3 different events
leading to a scenario tree which contains 81 scenarios. Given
that the considered demand pattern does not show any trend

and seasonal component, simple exponential smoothing tech-
niques are used in the forecasting module in order to determine
the mean values and the forecast error characterization. A
methodology to generate scenarios from demand forecasting has
been proposed in the work of Puigjaner and Laı́nez.14 Such
methodology has been applied in this work. Basically, the
forecast errors’ distributions depend on previous errors and how
many periods ahead the forecast is being done. If the correct
forecasting model has been chosen and if the statistical
procedure used to estimate parameters in the model yields
unbiased estimates, then the expected forecast error will be zero
and its standard deviation (σ) can be easily calculated.18 Once
the standard deviation error is calculated, a Monte Carlo
sampling method can be applied to the error probability
distribution described by N(0,σ) in order to obtain error
scenarios. Later on, error is added to the mean demand to get
their corresponding demand scenarios. To approximate the
multistage stochastic problem solution, the two-stage shrinking
horizon (SHT) approach presented in the work of Balasubra-
manian and Grossmann19 is used.

The case study has been also solved using a sequential manner
in order to emphasize the benefits that may be gained by using
the proposed integrated approach. In the sequential approach,
the scheduling is not considered when dealing with the design
of the SC network. Under this scheme, decisions are made
following a hierarchical decision-making process. First the SC
design decisions are made in an isolated manner. Then, once
the SC network configuration has been obtained, the planning
and scheduling decisions are determined. Otherwise, the inte-
grated approach considers planning and scheduling decisions
when designing the SC network. The integrated approach is
deployed by using the MILP previously described.

The case study results are divided in three subsections. First,
the SC design problem is tackled. From this first step, the
optimal SC network configurations for both approaches (se-
quential and integrated) are obtained. Second, both solutions
are tested using the MPC loop; so that operations are scheduled
for every period following a rolling horizon procedure. Here, it
is demonstrated how well SC configurations work when
deployed for daily operations use (scheduling details). As a
matter of fact, the results from this step show a more adequate
performance assessment of the optimal SC network configura-
tions. Finally, it is shown how equipment failures are resolved
using the MPC algorithm.

Design Problem. In the first step of the control strategy, an
SC design problem is solved. The scheduling model is taken
into consideration in the first month for the integrated approach.
As shown in Figure 7, the E[CV] and financial risk for the
traditional sequential approach seem to yield better values. Here,
financial risk can be defined as the probability of not meeting
a certain CV level. For this case study, the integrated approach

∑
t

∑
l*∈Lt

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

JBftpl*

l* e 1

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), t ) T, l ∈ Lt, pl (25)

∑
j∈(Jf∩Jstor)

( ∑
t'et

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

SBft'pl*

l* - Vjftpl-1

l ) g 0

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), l, pl-1, t ∈ Tl (26)

∑
t

∑
l*∈Lt

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

SBftpl*

l* e 1

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), t ) T, l ∈ Lt, pl (27)

max
X,Y

E[CV]

subject to eqs 1-27; 32-66
X ∈ {0, 1}; Y ∈ R

Figure 6. Potential SC echelons location map.
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results in a solution 2.05% lower than the sequential one.
However, it should be noted that SC performance may worsen
when executing detailed scheduling for the sequential approach.
Evidently, capacity aggregation considered at the design level
results in higher nominal plant productivity, since idle times
introduced by task sequencing and changeovers are disregarded
at the strategic level. The integrated approach avoids this
situation by incorporating the scheduling formulation in the
design problem. Therefore, no proper comparison nor conclu-
sions can be drawn from these preliminary results.

The optimal configuration obtained by addressing the SC
design-planning problem using the sequential approach is
shown in Figure 8; while the optimal SC network configuration
resulting from the integration of the three hierarchical decision
levels is shown in Figure 9. As it can be noticed, the SC network
configurations proposed by each approach are quite different.
The integrated approach installs equipment technology II in three
additional sites, namely, LA, MI, and TX (Midland); while
equipment technology III is also installed in three additional
sites, namely, TX (Houston), GA, and IA. In those figures, it is
shown that more capacity is installed for equipment technologies
II and III by the integrated approach.

Langrangean Decomposition. The optimal condition de-
composition (OCD), which is a particular case of the Lan-

grangean relaxation procedure, is applied to overcome the
computational cost of solving the monolithic problem which
integrates the design, planning, and scheduling formulations.
One advantage of OCD is that it provides information to update
multiplier estimates in each subproblem iteration; therefore, no
master problem exists and the algorithm converges in fewer
iterations.

The variables which are complicating the integrated math-
ematical model are the first-stage, design variables (Vjftpl-1

l ,
FEjftpl-1

l ). We duplicate these two variables so that one copy
exists for every combination of events (pl). The following
constraints have been added in order to do so.

Now, the affected eqs 2 and 3 are rewritten in terms of the
proper duplicated variables.

The main difference between the OCD and the classical
Lagrangean decomposition is that the OCD does not dualize
all the complicating constraints. Instead, a subproblem is
obtained by dualizing all the complicating constraints of other
subproblems and maintaining its own complicating variables.
Therefore, the OCD does not need any procedure to update the
Langrange multipliers since this updating process is automatic
and results from keeping the complicating constraints in every
subproblem. More details about the convergence properties and
the procedure of this decomposition technique can be found in
the work of Conejo et al.20 Here, a subproblem is constructed
for every scenario (pL). Let us define pL′ as the scenario that is

Figure 7. Risk curve for corporate value (sequential approach E[CV] )
1.68 × 109 mu; integrated approach E[CV] ) 1.65 × 109 mu).

Figure 8. Optimal network configuration obtained using the sequential
approach.

Figure 9. Optimal network configuration obtained using the integrated
approach.

Ṽjftpl

l - Vjftpl-1

l ) 0

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, l, t ∈ Tl, pl, pl-1 ∈ AHl-1,pl
(28)

F̃Ejftpl

l - FEjftpl-1

l ) 0

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, l, t ∈ Tl, pl, pl-1 ∈ AHl-1,pl
(29)

Ṽjftpl

l FEjft
L e F̃Ejftpl

l e Ṽjftpl

l FEjft
U

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(30)

Fjftpl

l ) Fjft-1pl*

l* + F̃Ejftpl

l

∀f ∉ (sup ∪ M), j ∈ Ĵf, l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l*
∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*,pl

(31)
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being evaluated in each subproblem. Then, the Lagrangean
decomposition is applied by dualizing those eqs 28 and 29 that
belong to other subproblems (scenarios). Notice that the
following subproblem is decomposable when the Lagrange
multipliers (πI, πII) and the duplicated variables for other
scenarios are fixed to a given value. Also, it is noteworthy that
constraints 28 and 29 related to the scenario being evaluated
(pL′) are left into the subproblem, so that their corresponding
dual variables (Lagrange multipliers) are obtained and updated
using the subproblem solution.

subject to eqs 1; 4-66 ∀ pl ∈ AHl,pL′.
The decomposition algorithm is described in Table 1. The

decomposition subproblem’s complexity for this case study is
presented in Table 2. As shown, this kind of problem can be
solved with reasonable computational cost by using the OCD
strategy. The problems were solved in an Intel 2 Core Duo, 2.0
GHz, 2 GB RAM with a 3% integrality gap.

Testing Solutions Using the MPC Framework. To dem-
onstrate the benefits of using the integrated model, the algorithm
has been repeated also during the 48 planning periods contem-
plated in the whole planning horizon. Each period represents 1
month. Here, the uncertainty is assumed to change every month.
In order to model the SC process for this case, the production
rates and acquisition of production resources (Pijfftpl

l ) become
first stage variables. Both SC optimal configurations (integrated
and sequential) have been tested. As previously stated, the results
from this step allow us to make a fair and real comparison
between the integrated and sequential approach.

Figure 10 shows how average corporate value behaves along
the planning horizon for both approaches. The values presented

in that figure are obtained by simulating production scheduling
for each period using the MPC framework. The execution of
the MPC loop is equivalent to applying a rolling horizon
procedure. At the end of 48th period using the integrated
approach, the SC system yields to a CV of 1.66 × 109 mu which
is 0.79% higher than the one predicted during the design phase
(1.65 × 109 mu). On the other hand, the sequential approach
yields a CV equal to 1.44 × 109 mu at the end of the planning
horizon which is 14.47% lower than the one predicted during
the design phase (1.69 × 109 mu). The production levels for
final products are depicted in Figures 11-14. It can be seen
from these figures that the sequential approach SC configuration
does not have enough capacity to reach the s5 and s6 production
levels that were predicted during the design phase. Table 3
compares the final product total production levels predicted
during the SC design step and the ones obtained during the
production scheduling simulation. The overall total production
deviation is -1.54% for the integration approach, while
-22.86% for the sequential one.

These results show that the integrated approach allows the
SC manager to make more appropriate strategic decisions. The
deviations observed in the SC performance, when different
configurations of the SC are deployed into real scenarios, can
be reduced by using the integrated approach. What is more,

Table 1. Optimal Condition Decomposition Algorithm

Table 2. Decomposition Subproblem’s Complexity

problem iterations equations variables
discrete
variables

time
(CPU sec)

decomposed 9 80 256 780 612 14 724 49 885

max PpL'

L' CVpL'

L' + ∑
f∉(sup∪M)

∑
j∈Ĵf

∑
l

∑
t∈Tl

∑
pl∉AHl,pL'

×

∑
pl-1∈AHl-1,pl

πf,j,l,pl,pl-1

l (Ṽjftpl

l - Vjftpl-1

l ) +

∑
f∉(sup∪M)

∑
j∈Ĵf

∑
l

∑
t∈Tl

∑
pl∉AHl,pL'

×

∑
pl-1∈AHl-1,pl

πf,j,l,pl,pl-1

ll (F̃Ejftpl

l - FEjftpl-1

l )

Figure 10. Corporate value behavior by simulating operations scheduling
for both approaches.

Figure 11. Production level obtained by the design phase vs production
level obtained by simulating scheduling operations for final product s5 with
the (a) sequential approach and (b) integrated approach.
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the SC configuration proposed by the integrated approach clearly
outperforms in terms of CV (15.47%) the one proposed by the

sequential approach when they are tested using the production
scheduling simulation.

Failure Consideration. Regarding the control policy at the
low level, a statistical process strategy is considered for the
styrene reactor. A multivariate statistical process control strategy
based on the latent variable model is implemented for the reactor
in order to monitor the polymer production. The monitoring
strategy will enable the determination of whether the reactor
operation is or is not under control. The monitoring strategy
determines whether a reactor breakdown exists or not when the
system is found out of control. The system is supposed to be
continuously monitoring the reactor operation. Once an abnor-
mal situation is detected and diagnosed, a decision about how
to continue the operations has to be made by the SC controller
shown in Figure 2. For the sake of simplicity, merely the
operation time and the reactor temperature will be considered
as control variables and their respective values will be obtained
by a simplified reactor simulation model. The monitoring model
was developed in Matlab,21 and the connection with the SC
control algorithm was carried out by using matgams (an interface
created by Ferris.22)

A breakdown in equipment technology III in plant site in
LA is simulated and detected in the ninth planning period. The
main changes in production planning due to this failure are the
following:

• Production levels for EPS-I and EPS-II are considerably
reduced in LA site. The tasks to produce these two products
are performed in equipment technology III.

• The styrene production level is slightly reduced in site LA.
A tactical decision at the SC level is made by the algorithm to
transfer the styrene production that cannot be processed at this
site to sites GA and IA.

• The production level of EPS-I is increased at sites GA
and IA. Both locations had idle capacity of technology III before
the failure.

The production and distribution levels before and after the
failure for the affected sites are shown in Tables 4 and 5. As
shown in this example, styrene has been transferred from LA
to GA and IA as a result of this failure. Such movement of

Figure 12. Production level obtained by the design phase vs production
level obtained by simulating scheduling operations for final product s6 with
the (a) sequential approach and (b) integrated approach.

Figure 13. Production level obtained by the design phase vs production
level obtained by simulating scheduling operations for final product s7 with
the (a) sequential approach and (b) integrated approach.

Figure 14. Production level obtained by the design phase vs production
level obtained by simulating scheduling operations for final product s8 with
the (a) sequential approach and (b) integrated approach.

Table 3. Production Predicted during Design vs Simulated
Production

production integrated approach sequential approach

s5 predicted (106 kg) 1.63 1.83
simulated (106 kg) 1.48 1.06
deviation (%) -9.35 -41.99

s6 predicted (106 kg) 3.87 3.98
simulated (106 kg) 3.91 3.87
deviation (%) 0.92 -2.60

s7 predicted (106 kg) 3.80 3.73
simulated (106 kg) 3.71 2.14
deviation (%) -0.02 -0.43

s8 predicted (106 kg) 2.44 2.44
simulated (106 kg) 2.47 2.16
deviation (%) 1.16 -11.38

total predicted (106 kg) 11.74 11.97
simulated (106 kg) 11.56 9.24
deviation (%) -1.54 -22.86

Table 4. Changes in Production Tasks Due to Equipment Failure

production level (kg)

site material before failure after failure

LA styrene 94437.3 90957.7
EPS-1 43680.0 26743.9
EPS-2 18720.0 20056.1

GA EPS-1 9328.5 15600.0
IA EPS-1 8489.1 15600.0
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materials is not usually considered in traditional SC planning
models. Furthermore, the capacity of other sites has been
contemplated in order to resolve the incident at the LA site.
This example demonstrates that when the strategy is applied,
namely SC transparency is gained, the decision-making process
to resolve incidents is performed at the SC level and not merely
at the plant level, thus allowing the selection of the best plan in
terms of value creation. It should be mentioned that the planning
problem utilized in this work is able to consider movement of
raw materials, intermediates, and final products between the
different facilities comprising the SC network. Such flexibility
increases the number of alternatives available to resolve the
incidences since production can be transferred accordingly from
one site to another.

Concluding Remarks

A means of integrating the three standard SC decision levels
is presented. Moreover, an SC design-planning model that
permits a soft integration with scheduling models is presented.
The results show that significant improvements can be gained
when all of these decision levels are incorporated into a single
model. It is demonstrated that decisions made solely on the SC
design and disregarding the production scheduling scenario can
lead to aggregated capacity overestimation and consequently
to a fictitious better corporate value. Aggregated capacity
overestimation can be solved by incorporating scheduling
constraints into the design-planning problem. As a result,
production rates are adjusted to the real working scenario and
expected production profiles can be better sustained during the
whole planning horizon. Additionally, the SC operations
formulation included in this work is able to transfer any kind
of material between any pair of SC components. This is an
important feature toward finding the best way of resolving SC
incidences.

It is important to highlight that capacity has been utilized as
the linking aspect when integrating SC design, planning, and
scheduling. Even more, it is demonstrated how capacity is the
core factor that integrates supervisory control modules with
scheduling formulations. The scheduling formulation requires
details about individual equipment capacity which facilitates
the exchange of information with the equipment supervisory
control module. The integration of process monitoring capability
allows us to take into account the effects of equipment failures
and out of control operating conditions in the SC activities.

It has been shown that a Langrangean decomposition can
significantly reduce the computational burden associated to the
solution of monolithic problems. In this work, optimal condition
decomposition is applied. This technique facilitates updating
the Langrangean multipliers. In this way, one of the most
common difficulties when applying Lagrangean relaxation
methods is overcome.

Even though the computational cost increases with the number
of periods, this increase is not significant if it is compared to
the computational cost added with the number of scenarios. For
that reason, a decomposition scheme is applied to tackle medium
size problems. However, the number of scenarios to consider
is still limited given the complexity of the integrated model. It

is envisaged that the use of a parallel computing frameworks
may help to reduce the time required to the solution of this
kind of problems.
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Nomenclature

Indices
e ) suppliers
f ) facility locations
i ) tasks
j ) plant equipment
l ) events in which uncertainty unfolds
s ) states
t ) planning periods
tk ) scheduling time buckets
pl ) combination of events at level l in the scenario tree

Sets
AHlpl

) set of combination of events that belong to level l and are
ancestors of pl

Es ) set of suppliers e that provide raw material s
Êprod ) set of suppliers e that provide production services
Ẽtr ) set of suppliers e that provide transportation services
FP ) set of states s that are final products
Ĵf ) equipment j that can be installed at location f
Ji ) equipment that can perform task i
Jprod ) equipment that performs production tasks
Jstor ) storage equipment
M ) set of market locations
Rf ) set of raw materials that can be provided from location f
RM ) set of states s that are raw materials
RMe ) set of raw materials that are offered by supplier e
sup ) set of supplier locations
Tr ) set of distribution tasks
Ts ) set of tasks producing state s
Tjs ) set of tasks consuming state s

Parameters
Asft ) maximum availability of raw material s in period t at location

f
clinemax ) upper bound of short-term credit line
coefett′ ) technical discount coefficient for payments to external

supplier e executed in period t′ on accounts incurred in period t
de ) maximum delay on payments of supplier e
djm ) maximum delay in receivables at market m
djM

max ) maximum delay in receivables at all markets
Dtt′

MS ) technical coefficient for investments in marketable securities
demsftpl

l ) product s demand at market f in period t for combination
of events pl

Ett′
MS ) technical coefficient for sales of marketable securities

E[ROE]pl
) expected return on equity associated with combination

of events pl

FCFJjft ) fixed cost per unit of capacity of plant equipment j at
location f in period t

FCFSft ) fixed cost per unit of distribution center capacity at
location f in period t

irt
LD ) interest rate of long-term debt

irt
SD ) interest rate of short-term debt

Table 5. Changes in Distribution Tasks Due to Equipment Failure

sites distribution level (kg)

from to material before failure after failure

LA GA styrene 8862.1 14820.0
LA IA styrene 9370.7 14820.0
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Ift
J ) investment required to establish a processing facility in location

f in period t
Ift
S ) investment required to establish a distribution center in location

f in period t
Iust ) value of inventory of state s in period t
mincash ) lower bound of cash
minCSL ) lower bound of customer service level
othert ) other expected outflows or inflows of cash in period t
pti ) task i processing time
pricesft ) price of product s at market f in period t
pricejft

FJ ) investment required per unit of capacity of equipment j
increased at facility f in period t

priceft
FS ) investment required per unit of distribution center capacity

increased at facility f in period t
rt

0,l ) risk free rate of return in period t
rp ) risk premium rate
Yt

INI ) marketable securities of the initial portfolio maturing in
period t

trate ) tax rate
|T| ) length of planning horizon

Binary Variables
JBftpl-1

l ) 1 if a processing site at location f is established in period
t, 0 otherwise

SBftpl-1
l ) 1 if a distribution center at location f is established in
period t, 0 otherwise

Vjftpl-1
l ) 1 if the equipment j capacity is increased at location f in
period t, 0 otherwise

Ṽjftpl
l ) duplicated variable for Vjftpl-1

l

Wijftkpl
l ) 1 if task i starts at scheduling time bucket tk to be performed
in equipment j at site s for combination of events pl

Continuous Variables
Apaytpl

l ) amount of accounts payable in period t for combination
of events pl

Arectpl
l ) amount of accounts receivable in period t for combination

of events pl

Asalestt′pl
l ) sales executed in period t and receivable in period t′

for combination of events pl

Bijftkpl
l ) batch size for task i performed in technology j at site f in
time bucket tk for combination of events pl

borrowtpl
l ) total amount borrowed from the short-term credit line

in period t for combination of events pl

capitaltpl
l ) capital supported by shareholders in period t for

combination of events pl

cashtpl
) cash in period t for combination of events pl

Clinetpl
l ) short-term debt in period t for combination of events pl

CVpL
L ) corporate value at the end of the planning horizon for

combination of events pL

deptpl
l ) depreciation in period t for combination of events pl

DFCFpL
L ) sum of discounted free cash flows at the end of the

planning horizon for combination of events pL

Ecashtpl
l ) exogenous cash in period t for combination of events pl

Epurchetpl
l ) economic value of purchases executed in period t to

supplier e for combination of events pl

Esalestpl
l ) economic value of sales carried out in period t for

combination of events pl

E[CV] ) expected corporate value
Fassettpl

l ) increment in fixed assets in period t for combination of
events pl

FCFtpl
l ) free cash flows in period t for combination of events pl

Fcosttpl
l ) fixed cost in period t for combination of events pl

FExtpl
l ) other financial expenses and incomes in period t for

combination of events pl

Fjftpl
l ) plant equipment j total capacity during period t at location
f for combination of events pl

FEjftpl
l ) plant equipment j capacity increment at location f during
period t for combination of events pl

F̃Ejftpl
l ) duplicated variable for FEjftpl

l

Lborrowtpl
l ) total amount of money borrowed from the long-term

credit line in period t for combination of events pl

Ldebttpl
l ) long-term debt in period t for combination of events pl

Lrepaytpl
l ) total amount repaid to the long-term credit line in period

t for combination of events pl

nettpl
Cline,l ) total amount of money borrowed or repaid to the short-
term credit line for combination of events pl in period t

nettpl
Ldebt,l ) total amount of money borrowed or repaid to the long-
term credit line in period t for combination of events pl

nettpl
MS,l ) total amount received or paid in securities transactions in
period t for combination of events pl

netdebtTpL
l ) net total debt at final period T for combination of events

pL

netinvesttpl
l ) net investment in period t for combination of events

pl

Pijstpl
l ) production rate of product i in equipment j at site s in period

t for combination of events pl

paytt′pl
l ) payments to external supplier e executed in period t′ on

accounts payable incurred in period t for combination of events
pl

pledtt′pl
l ) amount pledged within period t′ on accounts receivable

maturing in period t for combination of events pl

profittpl
l ) profit achieved in period t for combination of events pl

purchetpl
rm,l ) amount of money payable to supplier e in period t for

combination of events pl associated with consumption of raw
materials

purchetpl
tr,l ) amount of money payable to supplier e in period t for

combination of events pl associated with transport services
purchetpl

pr,l ) amount of money payable to supplier e in period t
associated with consumption of production utilities for combina-
tion of events pl

purchesftpl
l ) amount of raw material s purchased to supplier e at

site f in period t for combination of events pl

repaytpl
l ) total amount repaid to the short-term credit line in period

t for combination of events pl

rawMsftkpl
l ) incoming of material s to facility f during time bucket

tk for combination of events pl

salessff′tpl
l ) amount of product s sold from location f in market f′ in

period t for combination of events pl

Sschedsftkpl
l ) inventory of state s at location f in time bucket tk for

combination of events pl

Stsftpl
l ) inventory of state s at location f in period t for combination
of events pl

SVpL
L ) salvage value of facilities at the end of planning horizon
for combination of events pL

WACCtpl
l ) weighted average cost of capital in period t for

combination of events pl

Ytt′pl
MS ) cash invested in period t′ in marketable securities maturing
in period t for combination of events pl

Ztt′pl
MS,l ) security sold in period t′ maturing in period t for combination

of events pl

∆Apaytpl
l ) change in amount of accounts payable in period t for

combination of events pl

∆Arectpl
l ) change in amount of accounts receivable in period t

for combination of events pl

∆invtpl
l ) change in inventory value in period t for combination of

events pl

∆NWCtpl
l ) change in net working capital in period t
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Greek Symbols
Rrij ) fixed coefficient for consumption of raw material r by pro-

duct i
�sj ) minimum utilization of plant equipment j capacity allowed

at site s
δstt′ ) fraction of sales carried out in period t that are receivable in

period t′ in market s
θij ) capacity consumption of plant equipment j by product i
λt ) proportion of equity over total capital investment in period t
πf,j,l,pl,pl-1

I ) Lagrange multipliers for eq 28
πf,j,l,pl,pl-1

II ) Lagrange multipliers for eq 29
Feff′

tr ) unitary transport costs from location f to location f′ payable
to external supplier e

τijfe
ut1 ) cost of the utilities associated with task i manufactured in

equipment j in site f and payable to external supplier e
τsfe

ut2 ) cost of the utilities associated with handling the inventory
of material s in site f and payable to external supplier e

φtt′ ) face value of accounts maturing in period t pledged in period
t′

ψest ) price of raw material s offered by external supplier e in
period t

υs ) specific volume of material s

Superscripts
L ) lower bound
U ) upper bound

Appendix: Financial Model

The financial model can be separated into two sections: a cash
management formulation and a set of equations for the SC
valuation methodology that consist of a stochastic discounted-
free-cash-flow approach.

Cash Management

The cash management formulation also considers the same t
planning periods covering the whole time horizon in the
strategic-tactical SC formulation. This assumption allows an easy
integration of both sets of constraints into a unique holistic
model.

The cash balance for each planning period and combination
of events is calculated by means of eq 32. The cash at each
period t (cashtpl

l ) is a function of the available cash at period t
- 1 (lt-1pl*

* ), the exogenous cash from the sales of products
(Ecashtpl

l ), the amount borrowed or repaid to the short-term credit
line (nettpl

Cline,l), the raw materials, production, and transport
payments on accounts payable incurred in any previous or actual
period t (payet′tpl

l ), the payments of the fixed cost (Fcosttpl
l ), the

sales and purchases of marketable securities (nettpl
MS,l), the amount

invested on facilities (Fassettpl
l ), the capital supported by the

shareholders of the company (capitaltpl
l ), the amount borrowed

or repaid to the long-term credit line (nettpl
Ldebt,l), and, finally,

other expected outflows or inflows of cash (othert).

A certain proportion of the accounts receivable may be
pledged at the beginning of a period. It can be assumed that a
certain proportion of the receivables outstanding at the beginning
of a period is received during that period through pledge, as
stated by eq 33. In this equation the variable pledtt′pl

l represents

the amount pledged within period t′ on accounts receivable
maturing in period t, while Asalest′tpl

l represents the accounts
receivable associated with the sales of products executed in
period t′ and maturing in t (eq 34). Here, the parameter dM

max

denotes the maximum maturing period at markets and δmtt′
denotes the fraction of sales carried out in market m in period
t that will be paid in period t′.

The exogenous cash is computed by means of eq 36 as the
difference between the amount of accounts receivable maturing
in period t and that incurred in previous periods t′ minus the
amount of receivables pledged in previous periods on accounts
receivable maturing in period t plus the amount pledged in the
actual period on accounts receivable maturing in future periods.
In this expression, φt′t represents the face value of the receivables
being pledged.

A short-term financing source is represented by an open line
of credit with a maximum limit imposed by the bank (eq 37).
Equations 38 and 39 make a balance on borrowings, considering
for each period the updated debt from the previous periods, the
balance between borrows and repayments, and the interest of
the credit line. Moreover, the bank regularly requires a repay-
ment greater than or equal to the interests accumulated in
previous periods, as it is stated by eq 40.

With regard to the accounts payable, eq 41 forces the
payments executed in period t′ on accounts payable to supplier
e incurred in period t to equal the total amount due. The payment
constraints belonging to the last periods of time are formulated
as inequalities (eq 42), as it is not reasonable to require that
total accounts payable be zero at the end of the planning period.

cashtpl

l ) casht-1pl*

l* + Ecashtpl

l + nettpl

Cline,l - ∑
e

∑
t')1

t

payet'tpl

l -

Fcosttpl

l + nettpl

MS,l - Fassettpl

l + capitaltpl

l + nettpl

Ldebt,l + othert

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl*-1 ∈ AHl*-1,pl
(32)

∑
t″)t-dj M

max

t'

∑
l*∈Lt″

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

pledtt″pl*

l* e ∑
t″)t-dj M

max

t'

∑
l*∈Lt″

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, t' ∈ [t - djM
max, t]

(33)

Asalestt'pl

l ) ∑
s

∑
f∈M

salessftpl

l δftt'pricesftpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, t' > t

(34)

djM
max ) max

f∈M
{djf} (35)

Ecashtpl

l ) ∑
t')t-dM

max

t

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Asalest'tpl*

l* -

∑
t')t-dM

max

t-1

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

pledtt'pl*

l* + ∑
t')t+1

t+dM
max

φt't·pledt'tpl

l

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (36)

Clinetpl

l e Clinemax ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (37)

Clinetpl

l ) Clinet-1,pl*

l* (1 + irtpl

SD,l) + borrowtpl

l - repaytpl

l

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl

(38)

nettpl

Cline,l ) borrowtpl

l - repaytpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (39)

repaytpl

l g irtpl

SD · Clinet-1,pl*

l*

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl
(40)
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Equation 43 makes a balance for marketable securities. It is assumed
that all marketable securities can be sold prior to maturity at a discount
or loss for the firm, as stated by eq 43. Equation 44 is applied to
constraint in each period the total amount of marketable securities sold
prior to maturity to be lower than the available ones (those belonging
to the initial portfolio plus the ones purchased in previous periods minus
those sold before).

Equation 45 balances the investment with the capital sup-
ported by shareholders (capitaltpl

l ) and the amount borrowed to
banks as long-term debt (Lborrowtpl

l ) at each time period t and
combination of events pl.

Equations 46-48 reflect the payment conditions associated with
the long-term debt. These constraints are similar to those associated
with the short-term credit line, but the amount repaid in each period
of time Lrepaytpl

l remains usually constant in every planning period.

Equation 49 limits the cash in each period (cashtp
l ) to be larger

than a minimum value (mincash). A minimum cash is usually
required to handle uncertain events.

Valuation Method: Stochastic DFCF Method

The DFCF method calculates the enterprise value by deter-
mining the present value of its future cash flows and discounting

them taking into account the appropriate capital cost during the
time horizon for which it is defined.12

Equation 50 computes the expected corporate value (E[CV])
as the weighted average of the corporate value calculated for
each combination of events at the end of the time horizon. Here,
PpL

L represents the probability of occurrence of each combination
of events.

According to financial theory, enterprise market value of a
firm is given by the difference between the discounted stream
of future cash flows during the planning horizon and the initial
net total debt (netdebt0

L), as it is stated by eq 51. The final total
debt includes both the short and the long-term debt and also
the cash (eq 52).

In the calculation of the DFCF, one must discount the free
cash flows of each period t and the salvage value (SV) at a rate
equivalent to the capital cost (eq 53). The salvage value could
be calculated as a percentage of the total investment or by any
other applicable method.

Capital Cost. The capital cost can be determined through
the weighted average method (eq 54). In this expression, λt

denotes the proportion of equity over the total capital investment.
To compute the expected return on equity, which is denoted by
E(ROE), eq 55 is applied.

Free Cash Flow. Free cash flows at every period t (FCFt)
are given by the profit after taxes, net change in investments,
and change in net working capital. Specifically, the free cash
flows are the difference between the net operating profit after
taxes (NOPAT) and the increase in capital invested. From this
definition, it follows that there will be value creation if the
incoming value (profittpl

l (1 - trate)) is greater than the consumed
value (∆NWCtpl

l ) as shown in eq 56.

Net Operating Profit. Equation 57 is applied to compute
the profit at each period t and combination of events pl.

∑
t')t-de

t

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

payett'pl*

l* coefett' )

∑
l*∈Lt-de

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Epurche,t-de,pl*

l* ∀e, t ∈ [de, |T|], l ∈ Lt, pl

(41)

∑
t')t

T

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pL

payett'pl*

l* coefett' e ∑
l*∈Lt

∑
pl*∈AHl*pL

Epurchetpl*

l*

∀e, pL, t > (|T| - de)
(42)

nettpl

MS,l ) Yt
INI - ∑

t')t+1

T

Yt'tpl

MS,l + ∑
t')t+1

T

Zt'tpl

MS,l +

∑
t')1

t-1

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

(1 + Dtt'
MS)Ytt'pl*

MS,l* -

∑
t')1

t-1

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

(1 + Ett'
MS)Ztt'pl*

MS,l* ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (43)

∑
t″)1

t'

∑
l*∈Lt″

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Ztt″pl*

MS,l*(1 + Ett″
MS) e Yt

INI +

∑
t″)1

t'-1

∑
l*∈Lt″

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

(1 + Dtt″
MS)Ytt″pl*

MS,l* ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, t' < t

(44)

Fassettpl

l ) Lborrowtpl

l + capitaltpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (45)

Ldebttpl

l ) Ldebtt-1pl*

l* (1 + irtpl

LD,l) + Lborrowtpl

l - Lrepaytpl

l

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl

(46)

nettpl

Ldebt,l ) Lborrowtpl

l - Lrepaytp
l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (47)

Lrepaytpl

l g irtpl

LD,l · Ldebtt-1pl*

l*

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl
(48)

cashtpl

l g mincash ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (49)

E[CV] ) ∑
pL

PpL

L CVpL

L (50)

CVpL

L ) DFCFpL

L - netdebt0
L ∀pL (51)

netdebt0
L ) Cline0

L + Ldebt0
L - cash0

L ∀pL (52)

DFCFTpL

L ) (∑t
∑
l∈Lt

∑
pl∈ADlpL

FCFtpl

l

(1 + WACCtpl

l )t) +

SVpL

L

(1 + WACCTpL

L )T
∀pL (53)

WACCtpl

l ) λtE(ROE)tpl

l + irtpl

l (1 - λt)(1 - trate)

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (54)

E(ROE)tpl

l ) rtpl

0,l + �Re (55)

FCFtpl

l ) profittpl

l (1 - trate) - netinvesttpl

l - ∆NWCtpl

l

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (56)

profittpl

l ) Esalestpl

l - ( ∑
e

Epurchetpl

l + Fcosttpl

l - ∆invtpl

l )

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(57)
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Net Fixed Capital. The net investment at each period t
represents the monetary value of the fixed assets acquired in
that period minus the depreciation (eq 58).

Net Working Capital. The change in net working capital
associated with period t and combination of events pl (NWCt) is
computed from the change in accounts receivables, plus the change
in inventory, minus the change in accounts payable, plus any other
financial expenses or incomes (FExtpl

l ), as stated by eq 59.

Equation 60 computes the accounts receivables corresponding
to period t and combination of events pl. Equation 61 determines
the change in accounts receivable. Equations 62 and 63 express
the calculation of inventory value and change and inventory,
respectively. The accounts payable are determined by eq 64.
The change in accounts payable is represented by eq 65. Finally,
eq 66 computes other financial expenses and incomes (FExtpl

l )
associated with the SC operation.

∆Arectpl

l ) Arectpl

l - Arect-1pl*

l*

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl
(61)

invtpl

l ) ∑
s

∑
f∉(sup∪M)

IustStsftpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (62)

∆invtpl

l ) invtpl

l - invt-1pl*

l*

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl
(63)

Apayt ) ∑
e

∑
t')1

t

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Epurchet'pl*

l* -

∑
e

∑
t″)1

t

∑
t')t″

t

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

coefet″t'payet″t'pl*

l* ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(64)

∆Apaytpl

l ) Apaytpl

l - Apayt-1pl*

l*

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl, l* ∈ Lt-1* , pl* ∈ AHl*pl
(65)

FExtpl

l ) ∑
t')t+1

t+ds
max

(1 - φt't)pledt'tpl

l - ∑
e

∑
t')1

t

payet'tpl

l (coefet't - 1) +

∑
t')1

t-1

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Ett'
MSZtt'pl*

MS,l* - ∑
t')1

t-1

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Dtt'
MSYtt'pl*

MS,l*

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl

(66)
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netinvesttpl

l ) Fassettpl

l - deptpl

l ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (58)

∆NWCtpl

l ) (∆Arectpl

l + ∆invtpl

l - ∆Apaytpl

l + FExtpl

l )

∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (59)

Arectpl

l ) ∑
t')t-djM

max
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t

∑
t″)t+1

t'+djM
max

∑
l*∈Lt'

∑
pl*∈AHl*pl

Asalest't″pl*

l* -

∑
t')t+1

t+djM
max

∑
t″)t'-djM

max

t

∑
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∑
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l* ∀l, pl, t ∈ Tl (60)
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